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Abstract
We consider the all pairs all shortest paths (APASP) problem, which maintains all of the multiple
shortest paths for every vertex pair in a directed graph G = (V,E) with a positive real weight on each
edge. We present a fully dynamic algorithm for this problem in which an update supports either weight
increases or weight decreases on a subset of edges incident to a vertex. Our algorithm runs in amortized
O(ν∗2 · log3 n) time per update, where n = |V |, and ν∗ bounds the number of edges that lie on shortest
paths through any single vertex. Our APASP algorithm leads to the same amortized bound for the fully
dynamic computation of betweenness centrality (BC), which is a parameter widely used in the analysis
of large complex networks.
Our method is a generalization and a variant of the fully dynamic algorithm of Demetrescu and
Italiano [7] for unique shortest paths, and it builds on very recent work on decremental APASP [19].
Our algorithm matches the fully dynamic amortized bound in [7] for graphs with unique shortest paths,
though our method, and especially its analysis, are different.
1 Introduction
Given a directed graph G = (V,E) with positive edge weights, we consider the problem of maintaining
APASP (all pairs all shortest paths) [19], i.e., the set of all shortest paths between all pairs of vertices. This
is a fundamental graph property, and it also enables the efficient computation of betweenness centrality (BC)
for every vertex in the graph. BC is a widely used measure for the analysis of social networks.
In this paper we present a fully dynamic algorithm for the APASP problem, where each update in G is
either incremental or decremental. An incremental update either inserts a new vertex along with incident
edges of finite weight, or decreases the weights of some existing edges incident on a vertex. A decremental
update deletes an existing vertex, or increases the weights of some edges incident on a vertex.1
Recently, we gave (with Nasre) a simple incremental APASP algorithm [18], and a more involved decre-
mental APASP algorithm [19]. Neither of these algorithms is correct for the fully dynamic case. The fully
dynamic method that we present in this paper builds on [19], and is a variant of the fully dynamic method
developed by Demetrescu and Italiano [7] for APSP (the ‘DI’ method) where only one shortest path is main-
tained for each pair of vertices. The DI algorithm runs in O(n2 · log3 n) amortized time per update, where
n = |V |. A method that is faster by a logarithmic factor was given by Thorup [27], but this algorithm is
considerably more complicated, even for the unique shortest paths case. For instance, the experimental study
in [8] considers the DI method and a few other methods, but omits the algorithm in [27], deeming it to be
mainly of theoretical interest. The algorithms in both [7] and [27] use the unique shortest paths assumption
crucially, and need considerable enhancements even to maintain a small number of multiple shortest paths
∗This work was supported in part by NSF grants CCF-0830737 and CCF-1320675. Authors’ affiliation: Dept. of Computer
Science, University of Texas, Austin, TX 78712. An extended abstract of the results in this paper is in Proc. ISAAC 2015.
1Incremental/decremental refer to the insertion/deletion of a vertex or edge; the corresponding weight changes that apply
are weight decreases/increases, respectively.
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correctly. In this paper we present a fully dynamic algorithm for APASP, which maintains all of the multiple
shortest paths for every pair of vertices. Our algorithm is as simple as the DI method (though somewhat
different) when specialized to unique shortest paths, and it matches the DI bound for graphs with a constant
number of (or unique) shortest paths while being applicable to the more general APASP problem. Our
APASP algorithm gives a fully dynamic algorithm for the betweenness centrality (BC) problem, described
below.
Betweenness Centrality (BC). Betweenness centrality is a widely-used measure in the analysis of large
complex networks, and is defined as follows. For any pair x, y in V , let σxy denote the number of shortest
paths from x to y in G, and let σxy(v) denote the number of shortest paths from x to y in G that pass through
v. Then, BC(v) =
∑
s6=v,t6=v
σst(v)
σst
. This measure is often used as an index that determines the relative
importance of v in the network. Some applications of BC include analyzing social interaction networks
[13], identifying lethality in biological networks [20], and identifying key actors in terrorist networks [5, 15].
Heuristics for dynamic betweenness centrality with good experimental performance are given in [10, 16, 25],
but none of these heuristics provably improve on the widely used static algorithm by Brandes [4], which runs
in O(mn + n2 log n) time (where m = |E|) on any class of graphs. The only earlier results that provably
improve on Brandes on some classes of graphs are the recent separate incremental and decremental algorithms
in [18, 19]. Table 1 contains a summary of these results.
It is shown in [18, 19] that a decremental APASP algorithm can be used to give a decremental BC
algorithm with the same bound. In a similar way, our fully dynamic APASP algorithm gives a fully dynamic
BC algorithm with the same bound. We do not give further details for fully dynamic BC here.
Paper Year Time Weights Update Type DR/UN Result
Brandes [4] 2001 O(mn) NO Static Alg. Both Exact
Brandes [4] 2001 O(mn + n2 log n) YES Static Alg. Both Exact
Geisberger et al. [9] 2007 Heuristic YES Static Alg. Both Approx.
Riondato et al. [23] 2014 depends on ǫ YES Static Alg. Both ǫ-Approx.
Semi Dynamic
Green et al. [10] 2012 O(mn) NO Edge Inc. Both Exact
Kas et al. [12] 2013 Heuristic YES Edge Inc. Both Exact
NPR [18] 2014 O(ν∗ · n) YES Vertex Inc. Both Exact
NPRdec [19] 2014 O(ν∗2 · logn) YES Vertex Dec. Both Exact
Bergamini et al. [3] 2015 depends on ǫ YES Batch (edges) Inc. Both ǫ-Approx.
Fully Dynamic
Lee et al. [16] 2012 Heuristic NO Edge Update UN Exact
Singh et al. [25] 2013 Heuristic NO Vertex Update UN Exact
Kourtellis+ [14] 2014 O(mn) NO Edge Update Both Exact
Bergamini et al. [2] 2015 depends on ǫ YES Batch (edges) UN ǫ-Approx.
This paper 2015 O(ν∗2 · log3 n) YES Vertex Update Both Exact
Table 1: Related results (DR stands for Directed and UN for Undirected)
Our Results. Let ν∗ be the maximum number of edges that lie on shortest paths through any given vertex
in G. Our main result is the following theorem, where we assume for convenience ν∗ = Ω(n).
Theorem 1. Let Σ be a sequence of Ω(n) fully dynamic APASP updates on an n-node graph G = (V,E).
Then, APASP and all BC scores can be maintained in amortized time O(ν∗2 · log3 n) per update, where ν∗
bounds the number of distinct edges that lie on shortest paths through any given vertex in any of the updated
graphs or their vertex induced subgraphs.
Discussion of the Parameter ν∗. Let m∗ be the number of edges in G that lie on shortest paths. As
noted in [11], it is well-known that m∗ = O(n log n) with high probability in a complete graph where edge
weights are chosen from a large class of probability distributions. Since ν∗ ≤ m∗, our algorithms will have an
amortized bound of O(n2 · polylog(n)) on such graphs. Also, ν∗ = O(n) in any graph with only a constant
number of shortest paths between every pair of vertices. These graphs are called k-geodetic [22] (when at
most k SPs exists between two nodes), and are well studied in graph theory [26, 1, 17]. In fact ν∗ = O(n)
even in some graphs that have an exponential number of SPs between some pairs of vertices. In contrast,
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m∗ can be Θ(n2) even in some graphs with unique SPs, for example the complete unweighted graph Kn.
Another type of graph with ν∗ ≪ m∗ is one with large clusters of nodes (e.g., as described by the planted
ℓ-partition model [6, 24]). Consider a graph H with k clusters of size n/k (for some constant k ≥ 1) with
δ < w(e) ≤ 2δ, for some constant δ > 0, for each edge e in a cluster; between the clusters is a sparse
interconnect. Then m∗ = Ω(n2) but ν∗ = O(n).
In all such cases our algorithm will run in amortized O(n2 log3 n) time per update. Thus we have:
Theorem 2. Let Σ be a sequence of Ω(n) updates on graphs with O(n) distinct edges on shortest paths through
any single vertex in any vertex-induced subgraph. Then, APASP and all BC scores can be maintained in
amortized time O(n2 · log3 n) per update.
Corollary 3. If the number of shortest paths through any single vertex is bounded by a constant, then fully
dynamic APASP and BC have amortized cost O(n2 · log3 n) per update if the update sequence has length
Ω(n).
Our algorithm uses O˜(m · ν∗) space, extending the O˜(mn) result in DI for APSP. Brandes uses only linear
space, but all known dynamic algorithms require at least Ω(n2) space.
In a companion paper [21], we present a fully dynamic APASP algorithm that gives a logarithmic factor
improvement over the results in Theorems 1 and 2, and Corollary 3. This algorithm is considerably more
complex than the algorithm we present in the current paper.
Overview of the Paper. In Section 2 we review the DI fully dynamic algorithm as well as the decremental
APASP algorithm in [19]. In contrast to the DI method, the decremental algorithm in [19] is not a correct
fully dynamic APASP algorithm. In Section 3 we describe a basic fully dynamic APASP algorithm, which
includes suitable enhancements to [19] to be correct for fully dynamic updates. However, this algorithm is
not very efficient. In Section 4 we present fully-dynamic, our overall fully dynamic algorithm, which is
similar to the DI fully dynamic algorithm but uses a different ‘dummy update’ sequence. In Section 5 we
analyze our algorithm and establish the amortized time bound claimed in Theorem 1. The paper ends with
a conclusion in Section 6.
2 Background
Our fully dynamic APASP algorithm builds on the approach used in the elegant fully dynamic APSP
algorithm of Demetresu and Italiano [7] for unique shortest paths (the ‘DI’ method). It also builds on the
decremental APASP algorithm in [19] (the ‘NPR’ method). We now briefly review these two methods, and
then we give an overview of our method for fully dynamic APASP. The rest of the paper presents our method
and its amortized complexity.
2.1 The NPR Decremental APASP Algorithm [19]
The decremental algorithm NPR for APASP builds on the key concept of a locally shortest path (LSP) in a
graph, introduced in the DI method [7]. A path p in G is an LSP if the path p′ obtained by removing the
first edge from p and the path p′′ obtained by removing the last edge from p are both SPs in G. For APASP,
we need to maintain all shortest paths, and G can have an exponential (in n) number of SPs. Thus the DI
method is not feasible for APASP since it maintains each SP (and LSP) separately. In order to succinctly
maintain all SPs and LSPs in a manner suitable for efficient decremental updates, NPR developed the tuple
system described below.
2.1.1 A System of Tuples [19]
Since a graph could have an exponential number of shortest paths, NPR introduced the compact tuple
system described below (we briefly review it, referring the reader to [19] for more details). Let d(x, y) denote
the shortest path length from x to y.
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A tuple, τ = (xa, by), represents a set of paths in G, all with the same weight, and all of which use
the same first edge (x, a) and the same last edge (b, y). If the paths in τ are LSPs, then τ is an LST
(locally shortest tuple), and the weight of every path in τ is w(x, a) + d(a, b) + w(b, y). In addition, if
d(x, y) = w(x, a) + d(a, b) +w(b, y), then τ is a shortest path tuple (ST).
A triple γ = (τ, wt, count), represents the tuple τ = (xa, by) that contains count number of paths from
x to y, each with weight wt. We use triples to succinctly store all LSPs and SPs for each vertex pair in G.
For x, y ∈ V , we define:
P (x, y) = {((xa, by), wt, count): (xa, by) is an LST from x to y in G}
P ∗(x, y) = {((xa, by), wt, count): (xa, by) is an ST from x to y in G}.
Left Tuple and Right Tuple. A left tuple (or ℓ-tuple), τℓ = (xa, y), represents the set of LSPs from x
to y, all of which use the same first edge (x, a). A right tuple (r-tuple) τr = (x, by) is defined analogously.
For a shortest path r-tuple τr = (x, by), L(τr) is the set of vertices which can be used as pre-extensions to
create LSTs in G, and for a shortest path ℓ-tuple τℓ = (xa, y), R(τℓ) is the set of vertices which can be used
as post-extensions to create LSTs in G. Hence:
L(x, by) = {x′ : (x′, x) ∈ E(G) and (x′x, by) is an LST in G}
R(xa, y) = {y′ : (y, y′) ∈ E(G) and (xa, yy′) is an LST in G}.
For x, y ∈ V , L∗(x, y) denotes the set of vertices which can be used as pre-extensions to create shortest path
tuples in G; R∗(x, y) is defined symmetrically:
L∗(x, y) = {x′ : (x′, x) ∈ E(G) and (x′x, y) is a ℓ-tuple representing SPs in G}
R∗(x, y) = {y′ : (y, y′) ∈ E(G) and (x, yy′) is an r-tuple representing SPs in G}.
Data Structures. The algorithm in [19] uses priority queues for P , P ∗, and balanced search trees for L∗,
L, R∗ and R, as well as for a set Marked-Tuples that is specific only to one update. It also uses priority
queues Hc and Hf for the cleanup and fixup procedures, respectively.
Some key differences between this representation and the one in DI [7] are described in [19].
Lemma 4. [19] Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph with positive edge weights. The number of LSTs (or
triples) that contain a vertex v in G is O(ν∗2), and the total number of LSTs (or triples) in G is bounded
by O(m∗ · ν∗).
The NPR algorithm maintains all STs and LSTs in the current graph, and for each tuple, it maintains
the L, R, L∗ and R∗ sets. To execute a new update to a vertex v, NPR (similar to DI) first calls an algorithm
cleanup on v which removes all STs and LSTs that contain v. This is followed by a call to algorithm fixup on
v which computes all STs and LSTs in the updated graph that are not already present in the system. The
overall algorithm update consists of cleanup followed by fixup. If the updates are all decremental then NPR
maintains exactly all the SPs and LSPs in the graph in O(ν∗2 · logn) amortized time per update. Several
challenges to adapting the techniques in the DI decremental method to the tuple system are addressed
in [19]. The analysis of the amortized time bound is also more involved since with multiple shortest paths
it is possible for the dynamic APASP algorithm to examine a tuple and merely change its count; in such
a case, the DI proof method of charging the cost of the examination to the new path added to or removed
from the system does not apply.
2.2 The DI Fully Dynamic APSP Algorithm [7]
The DI method first gives a decremental APSP algorithm, and shows that this is also a correct, though
inefficient, fully dynamic APSP algorithm. The inefficiency arises because under incremental updates the
method may maintain some old SPs and their combinations that are not currently SPs or LSPs; such
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paths are called historical shortest paths (HPs) and locally historical paths (LHPs). To obtain an efficient
fully dynamic algorithm, the DI method introduces ‘dummy updates’ into the update sequence. A dummy
update performs cleanup and fixup on a vertex that was updated in the past. Using a strategically chosen
sequence of dummy updates, it is established in [7] that the resulting APSP algorithm runs in amortized
time O(n2 · log3 n) per real update. The DI method continues to use the notation P ∗, L∗, etc., even though
these are supersets of the defined sets in a fully dynamic setting. We will do the same in our fully dynamic
algorithms.
2.3 Our Approach
A natural approach to obtain a fully dynamic APASP algorithm would be to convert the NPR decremental
APASP algorithm to an efficient fully dynamic APASP algorithm by using dummy updates, similar to DI.
There are two steps in this process, and each has challenges (the second step is more challenging).
Step 1: Converting NPR decremental algorithm to a correct (but inefficient) fully dynamic APASP algo-
rithm. In Section 3 we describe algorithm fully-update, an updated version of the NPR decremental
algorithm in [19], which is a correct fully dynamic APASP algorithm that maintains a superset of all STs
and LSTs in the current graph. This algorithm, however, is not very efficient since it may add, remove,
and examine a large number of tuples (this is similar to the DI decremental algorithm when used as a fully
dynamic algorithm without any additional features).
Step 2: Obtaining a good dummy sequence for efficient fully dynamic APASP. In Section 4 we present
Algorithm fully-dynamic, which calls fully-update not only on the current update, but also on a se-
quence of vertices updated at suitable previous time steps. This is similar to the dummy updates used in
DI, however we use a different dummy update sequence. We now describe the DI dummy update sequence
and its limitations for APASP. Then, we introduce our new method (whose full details are in Section 4).
The DI method uses ‘dummy updates’, where a vertex updated at time t is also given a ‘dummy’ update
at steps t + 2i, for each i > 0 (this update is performed along with the real update at step t + 2i). The
effect of a dummy update on a vertex v is to remove any HP or LHP that contains v, thereby streamlining
the collection of paths maintained. Further, with unique SPs, each HP in P ∗(x, y) for a given pair x, y will
have a different weight. An O(log n) bound on the number of HPs in a P ∗(x, y) is established in DI as
follows. Let the current time step be t, and consider an HP τ last updated at t′ < t. Let us denote the
smallest i such that t′+2i > t as the dummy-index for τ . By observing that different HPs for x, y must have
different dummy-indices, it follows that their number is O(log t), which is O(log n) since the data structure
is reconstructed after O(n) updates.
If we try to apply the DI dummy sequence to APASP, we are faced with the issue that a new ST for x, y
(with the same weight) could be created at each update in a long sequence of successive updates. Then, an
incremental update could transform all of these STs into HTs. If this happens, then several HTs for x, y, all
with the same weight, could have the same dummy-index (in DI only one HP can be present for this entire
collection due to unique SPs). Thus, the DI approach of obtaining an O(log n) bound for the number of HPs
for each vertex pair does not work for HTs in our tuple system.
Our method for Step 2 is to use a different dummy sequence, and a completely different analysis that
obtains an O(log n) bound for the number of different ‘PDGs’ (a PDG is a type of derived graph defined
in Section 4) that can contain the HTs. Our new dummy sequence is inspired by the ‘level graph’ method
introduced in Thorup [27] to improve the amortized bound for fully dynamic APSP to O(n2 · log2 n), saving
a log factor over DI. The Thorup method is complex because it maintains O(log n) levels of data structures
for suitable ‘level graphs’. Our algorithm fully-dynamic does not maintain these level graphs. Instead,
fully-dynamic performs exactly like the fully dynamic algorithm in DI, except that it uses this alternate
dummy update sequence, and it calls fully-update for APASP instead of the DI update algorithm for
APSP. Our change in the update sequence requires a completely new proof of the amortized bound which
we present in Section 4. We consider this to be a contribution of independent interest: If we replace fully-
update by the DI update algorithm in fully-dynamic, we get a new fully dynamic APSP algorithm which
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is as simple as DI, with a new analysis.
3 Algorithm fully-update
We first extend the notions of historical and locally historical paths [7] to tuples and triples.
Definition 5 (HT, THT, LHT, and TLHT). Let τ be a tuple in the tuple system at time t. Let t′ ≤ t denote
the most recent step at which a vertex on a path in τ was updated. Then τ is a historical tuple (HT) at time
t if τ was an ST-tuple at least once in the interval [t′, t]; τ is a true HT (THT) at time t if it is not an ST
in the current graph. A tuple τ is a locally historical tuple (LHT) at time t if either it only contains a single
vertex or every proper sub-path in it is an HT at time t; a tuple τ is a true LHT (TLHT) at time t if it is
not an LST in the current graph.
In fully-update, P ∗(x, y) and P (x, y) will contain HTs (including all STs) and LHTs (including all LSTs),
respectively, from x to y. Given an update to a vertex in the current graph, the algorithm fully-update
(Algorithm 2 in the appendix) performs a call to a ‘cleanup’ routine, followed by a call to a ‘fixup’ routine.
This is similar to the update procedure in the decremental and fully dynamic algorithms for unique paths
in DI [7] and in the decremental algorithm in [19].
It was observed in [7] that the decremental algorithm they presented for the unique SP case is a correct
algorithm when incremental updates are interleaved with decremental ones. However here, in contrast to
DI, the decremental APASP algorithm in [19] (the NPR algorithm) needs to be refined before it becomes
correct for a fully dynamic sequence, and this is due to the presence of multiple shortest paths. Consider,
for instance, a THT τ = (xa, by) with weight wt which is currently an LST. With the NPR algorithm [19],
since τ is a THT it will be present in P ∗(x, y) (but not as an ST). Suppose a new set of paths represented
by a new triple τ ′ = ((xa, by), wt, count′), with the same weight wt, is added to the count of this tuple τ .
We cannot simply add count′ to τ in P ∗(x, y) because its extensions were performed using the old count,
and if τ is restored as an ST in P ∗(x, y), these extensions will not have the correct count. (With unique
SPs this situation can never occur.) Our solution here is to have τ in P (x, y) with the larger correct count
(thus including count′), and to leave the corresponding τ in P ∗(x, y) with its original count. Should τ later
be restored as an ST then the difference in counts between τ in P ∗(x, y) and the corresponding τ in P (x, y)
will trigger left and right extensions of τ with the correct count even though τ is currently in P ∗(x, y).
There are additional subtleties. During fully-cleanup starting from the current updated vertex v, we
may reach a triple γ = (τ, wt, count) in P through say, a left extension, while the triple in P ∗ for τ with
weight wt is γ′ = (τ, wt, count′), with count′ < count (the extreme case being that τ ′ = 0, in which case
there is no γ′ in P ∗). This is an indication that the paths in γ − γ′ were formed after γ′ became a THT.
We address this situation in fully-cleanup by noting that a THT contains obsolete information that can
be completely removed without affecting the correctness of the algorithm. We apply the same approach to
TLHTs, since these can also be removed without affecting correctness. Hence, when we encounter a THT or
a TLHT during cleanup, we completely remove the triple from the tuple system.
The pseudocode for fully-cleanup and fully-fixup are given at the end of this paper (after the
references) in Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4, with the changes from the pseudocode for the decremental
algorithm highlighted. Recall that fully-update (Algorithm 2) is simply an execution of fully-cleanup
followed by fully-fixup. The correctness of this algorithm is argued by noting that our method ensures
that when an ST in P ∗ is processed during fully-fixup without further extensions, it has the correct weight
and count and all of its extensions have been performed with that count; every ST and LST is generated
starting with singleton edges, min-weight tuples from the P sets, and correct STs from the P ∗ sets, hence
the counts of the tuples identified as STs and LSTs are maintained correctly.
3.1 Analysis and Properties of fully-update
The pseudocode for algorithm fully-update and its proof are given in Appendix A. In this section we
establish some basic properties of algorithm fully-update based on the high-level description we have
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given above.
Let C be the maximum number of tuples in the tuple system containing a path through a given vertex
at any time, and let D be the maximum number of tuples that can be in the tuple system at any time. For
the complexity analysis, we observe that any triple examined during the cleanup phase contains at least one
path going through the updated node v. Thus the number of triples examined during the cleanup phase
cannot exceed C in the worst case.
The amortized time bound for fully-fixup is obtained similar to NPR [19]. This analysis observes that
many existing tuples may simply have their count increased, but any such tuple contains a path through
the updated vertex v, and hence their number is bounded by O(C). Thus, during a call to fully-fixup,
the number of existing tuples examined is O(n2+C), and any other tuple examined is newly created during
the fully-fixup step or moved from P to P ∗. Further, fully-fixup does not remove any tuple. Hence,
the total number of tuples accessed in all fully-fixup steps across a sequence of r updates is bounded by
O(r · (n2+C)) for the existing tuples examined, plus the total number of tuples T added to the tuple system
by fully-fixup. This number T is no more than the number of tuples removed by all fully-cleanup steps,
O(r ·C), plus D, the number of tuples that can remain in the tuple system at the end of the update sequence.
Factoring in the O(log n) cost for accessing each tuple in the data structures, we obtain the following lemma
(proof in Appendix B).
Lemma 6. Consider a sequence of r calls to fully-update on a graph with n vertices. Let C be the
maximum number of tuples in the tuple system that can contain a path through a given vertex, and let D be
the maximum number of tuples that can be in the tuple system at any time. Then fully-update executes
the r updates in O((r · (n2 + C) +D) · logn) time.
In Section 4, we will use the algorithm fully-update within algorithm fully-dynamic, that performs
a special sequence of ‘dummy’ updates, to obtain a fully dynamic APASP algorithm with an O(ν∗2 log3 n)
amortized cost per update; we obtain this amortized bound by establishing suitable upper bounds on the
parameters C and D in Lemma 6 when algorithm fully-dynamic is used. We conclude this section with
some lemmas that will be used in the analysis of the amortized time bound of Algorithm 1. The proof of the
following lemma is fairly straightforwared, but since it refers to the pseudocode in Appendix A, it is deferred
to Appendix B.
Lemma 7. At each step t, the tuple system for Algorithm fully-update maintains a subset of HTs and
LHTs that includes all STs and LSTs for step t, and further, for every LHT triple ((xa, by), wt, count) in
step t, there are HTs (a∗, by) and (xa, ∗b) with weights wt − w(x, a) and wt − w(b, y) respectively, in that
step.
Lemma 8. If fully-update is called on vertex v at step t, then at the end of step t:
1. There is no THT in the tuple system that contains a path through v.
2. For any TLHT (xa, by) in the tuple system that contains a path through v, the vertex v must be one
of the endpoints x,y.
Proof. Part 1 of the lemma follows from Definition 5. For part 2, by Lemma 7, any LHT in the tuple system
is formed by combining two HTs that are in the tuple system. Now consider the TLHT (xa, by) that contains
v. Since by definition of TLHT, (xa, by) is not an LST in the current graph, assume w.l.o.g. that (xa, b) is
the subtuple that is not an ST when an end edge is deleted from (xa, by). But this is not possible since any
tuple HT (xa, ∗b) that contains v must be an ST. The lemma follows.
Lemma 9. Let G be a graph after a sequence of calls to fully-update, and suppose every HT in the tuple
system is an ST in one of z different graphs H1, · · · , Hz, and every LHT is formed from these HTs. If n
and m bound the number of vertices and edges, respectively, in any of these graphs, and if ν∗ bounds the
maximum number of edges that lie on shortest paths through any given vertex in any of the these graphs,
then:
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1. The number of LHTs in G’s tuple system is at most O(z ·m · ν∗).
2. The number of LHTs that contain the newly updated vertex v in G is O(z · ν∗2).
3. Let u be any vertex in G, and suppose that the HTs that contain u lie in z′ ≤ z of the graphs H1, · · · , Hz.
Then, the number of LHTs that contain the vertex u is O((z + z′2) · ν∗2).
Proof. For part 1, we bound the number of LHTs (xa, by) (across all weights) that can exist in G. The
edge (x, a) can be chosen in m ways, and once we fix (x, a), the r-tuple (a, by) must be an ST in one of the
Hj . Since (b, y) must lie on a shortest path through a in the graph Hi that contains the r-tuple (a, by) of
that weight, the number of different choices for (b, y) that will then uniquely determine the tuple (xa, by),
together with its weight, is z · ν∗. Hence the number of LHTs in G ‘s tuple system is O(z ·m · ν∗).
For part 2, the number of LHTs that contain v as an internal vertex is simply the number of LSTs in
the current graph by Lemma 8 (part 2), and using Lemma 4, this is O(ν∗2). We now bound the number of
LHTs (va, by). There are n − 1 choices for the edge (v, a) and z · ν∗ choices for the r-tuple (a, by), hence
the total number of such tuples is O(z · n · ν∗). The same bound holds for LHTs of the form (xa, bv). Since
ν∗ = Ω(n), the result in part 2 follows.
For part 3, we observe that each LHT that contains u as an internal vertex must be composed of two
HTs, each of which is an ST in one of the z′ graphs that contain v. Thus, there are O(z′2 · ν∗2) such tuples.
For an LHT, say τ = (ua, by), that contains u as an end vertex, the analysis remains the same as above in
part 2: there are n − 1 choices for the edge (u, a) and z · ν∗ choices for the r-tuple (a, by), hence the total
number of such tuples is O(z · n · ν∗). This gives the desired result.
4 The Overall Algorithm fully-dynamic
Algorithm fully-update in Section 3 is a correct fully dynamic algorithm for APASP, but it is not a very
efficient algorithm, since C and D in Lemma 6 could be very large. We now present our overall fully dynamic
algorithm for APASP. As in [7, 27] we build up the tuple system for the initial n-node graph G = (V,E)
with n inserts starting with the empty graph (and hence n incremental updates), and we then perform the
first n updates in the given update sequence Σ. After these 2n updates, we reset all data structures and
start afresh.
Consider a graph G = (V,E) with weight function w in which an incremental or decremental update is
applied to a vertex u. Let w′ be the weight function after the update, hence the only changes to the edge
weights occur on edges incident to u. Algorithm 1 gives the overall fully dynamic algorithm for the t-th
update to a vertex v with the new weight function w′. This algorithm applies fully-update to vertex v
with the new weight function, thus it will be correct if we executed only the first step, but not necessarily
efficient. To obtain an efficient algorithm we execute ‘dummy updates’ on a sequence N of the most recently
updated vertices as specified in Steps 2-5. The length of this sequence of vertices is determined by the
position k of the least significant bit set to 1 in the bit representation B = br−1 · · · b0 of t. We denote k by
set-bit(t).
Algorithm 1 fully-dynamic(G, v,w′, t)
1: fully-update(v,w′)
2: k ← set-bit(t) (i.e., if the bit representation of t is br−1 · · · b0, then bk is the least significant bit with
value 1)
3: N ← set of vertices updated at steps t− 1, · · · , t− (2k − 1)
4: for each u ∈ N in decreasing order of update time do
5: fully-update(u,w′) (dummy updates)
Properties of N . Consider the current update step t, with its bit representation B = br−1 · · · b0 and with
set-bit(t) = k. We say that index i is a time-stamp for t if bi = 1 (so r − 1 ≥ i ≥ k), and for each such
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time-stamp i, we let timet(i) be the earlier update step t
′ whose bit representation has zeros in positions
bi − 1, · · · , 0, and which matches B in positions br−1 · · · bi. In other words, timet(i) = t′, where t′ has bit
representation br−1 · · · bi+1bi0 · · · 0. We do not define timet(i) if bi = 0. We define Prior-times(t) be the set
of timet(i), where i is a time-stamp for t. Note that |Prior-times(t)| ≤ r = O(log n), since r ≤ log(2n).
Let Gt be the graph after the t-th update is applied, t ≥ 1, with the initial graph being G0. Thus, the
input graph to Algorithm 1 is Gt−1, and the updated graph is Gt.
Lemma 10. For every vertex v in Gt, the step tv of the most recent update to v is in Prior-times(t).
Proof. Let the bit representation of t be B = br−1 · · · b0, let set-bit(t) = i, and let j1 > j2 > · · · > js = i be
the time-stamps for t. Let tu = timet(bju), thus the bit representation of tu is the same as B, with all bits
in positions less than ju set to zero; let t0 = 1. Then, we observe that during the execution of Algorithm 1
for the tu-th update, the vertex for update tu will be updated in Step 1, and the vertices updated in steps
tu−1 + 1, · · · , tu − 1 will be updated in Steps 4-5 of Algorithm 1. Hence all vertices updated in [tu−1 +1, tu]
are more recently updated in step tu. Thus the most recent update step for every vertex in Gt is one of the
O(log n) steps in Prior-times(t).
5 Analysis of Algorithm fully-dynamic
The analysis in this section incorporates many elements from Thorup’s algorithm [27]. However, these are
present only in the analysis, and the only component of that rather complicated algorithm that we use is
the form of the dummy update sequence in Step 3 of Algorithm 1. Our Algorithm 1 is about as simple as
the DI algorithm when specialized to unique shortest paths since in that case it suffices to use the update
algorithm in DI instead of the more elaborate fully-update we use here.
5.1 The Prior Deletion Graph (PDG)
Let t′ < t be two update steps, and let W be the set of vertices that are updated in the interval of steps
[t′ + 1, t]. We define the prior deletion graph (PDG) Γt′,t as the induced subgraph of Gt′ on the vertex set
V (Gt′)−W . If t is the current update step, then we simply use Γt′ instead of Γt′,t.
We say that a path p is present in both Gt′ and Gt if no call to fully-update is made on any vertex in
p during the update steps in the interval [t′ + 1, t].
Lemma 11. Let tuple τ represent a collection of paths in Gt′ .Then,
1. If τ is an ST in Gt′ then τ continues to be an ST in every PDG Γt′,t with t ≥ t′ in which τ is present.
2. For any tˆ ≥ t′, if τ is an ST in Gtˆ then τ is an ST in every PDG Γt′,t′′ , t
′′ ≥ tˆ, in which τ is present.
Proof. As observed in [19] (and in [7] for unique shortest paths), an ST in a graph remains an ST after a
weight increase on any edge that is not on it. This establishes the first part. For the second part, we observe
that Γt′,tˆ can be viewed as being obtained from Gtˆ by deleting the vertices updated in [t
′ + 1, tˆ]. Since τ is
an ST in Gtˆ, it continues to be an ST in the graph Γt′,tˆ, which can be obtained from Gtˆ through a sequence
of decremental updates that do not change the weight of any edge on τ . Finally since τ is an ST in Γt′,tˆ, it
must be an ST in any Γt′,t′′ in which it appears, for t
′′ > tˆ.
PDGs for Update t: We will associate with the current update step t, the set of PDGs Γt′ , for t
′ ∈
Prior-times(t). These PDGs are similar to the level graphs maintained in Thorup’s algorithm [27], but
we choose to give them a different name since we use them here only to analyze the performance of our
algorithm.
Lemma 12. Consider a sequence of fully dynamic updates performed using Algorithm 1. Let the current
update step be t and consider the set of graphs Γt′ , for t
′ ∈ Prior-times(t). Then, each HT in the tuple
system for Gt is an ST in at least one of the Γt′ ∈ Prior-times(t). Further z = O(log n) in Lemma 9 for
Gt.
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Proof. Consider an HT τ = (xa, by) in Gt. Let the most recently updated vertex in τ be v, and let its
update step be tv ≤ t. By definition of HT, τ is an ST in some t′ in [tv, t], and hence by part 2 of Lemma 11,
using tˆ = t′ = tv and t
′′ = t, τ is an ST in Γtv . By Lemma 10, tv ∈ Prior-times(t). Finally, since
|Prior-times(t)| ≤ logn for any t, z = O(log n) in Lemma 9.
We will use the above lemma to obtain our amortized time bound in Lemma 13 in the next section. It
is not clear that a similar result can be obtained with the DI dummy update sequence.
5.2 Amortized Cost of Algorithm fully-dynamic
We will now bound the amortized cost of an update in a sequence Σ of n real updates on an initial n-node
graph G = (V,E). As mentioned earlier, in our method this will translate to a sequence Σ′ of 2n real (as
opposed to dummy) updates: there is an initial sequence of n updates, starting with the empty graph, which
inserts each of the n vertices in G along with incident edges that have not yet been inserted. Following this
is the sequence of n real updates in Σ. Each of these 2n updates in Σ′ will make a call to Algorithm 1. As
before, let ν∗ be a bound on the number of edges that lie on shortest paths through any given vertex in any
of Gt. The following lemma establishes our main Theorem 1.
Lemma 13. Algorithm 1 executes a sequence Σ of n real updates on an n-node graph in O(ν∗2 · log3 n)
amortized time per update.
Proof. Let n′ = 2n, and as described above, let Σ′ be the sequence of n′ calls to Algorithm 1 used to execute
the n updates in Σ. We first observe that Algorithm 1 performs O(n′ logn′) dummy updates when executing
these n′ calls. This is because there are n′/2k real updates for update steps t with set-bit(t) = k, and each
such update is accompanied by 2k − 1 dummy updates. So, across all real updates there are O(n′) dummy
updates for each position of set-bit, adding up to O(n′ logn′) in total, across all set-bit positions.
We now use Lemma 6 to bound the time needed to execute the d = n′ logn′ dummy updates and n′ real
updates. We need to bound the parameters C and D in Lemma 6. We first consider D. For this we will
use part 1 of Lemma 9. By Lemma 12, z = O(log n) for any t. Hence by Lemma 9 the maximum number of
tuples that can remain at the end of the update sequence is D = O(m · ν∗ · logn).
Now we bound the parameter C, for which we will obtain separate bounds, C1 for the real updates, and
C2 for the dummy updates. For each real update we have z = z
′ = O(log n) in part 3 of Lemma 9, hence the
number of tuples that contain a path through the updated vertex is O(ν∗2 · log2 n), thus C1 = O(ν
∗2 · log2 n).
Now consider a dummy update on a vertex u in Step 5 of Algorithm 1, and let u be in some level i (note
the i must be less than the current level k). At the time this call is made, all vertices that were updated
after u was last updated in the graph (i.e., after time(i)) are now in the newest level k. Thus, any LHT
that contains u lies in either Γtime(i) or in Gt = Γt. Hence z
′ = 2 in part 3 of Lemma 9 for any vertex u
undergoing a dummy update. Thus C2 = O(ν
∗2 · logn).
Hence the total time taken by Algorithm 1 for its d = n′ logn′ dummy updates and the n′ real updates
is, by Lemma 6, O( (n′ · (n2+C1)+ (n′ logn′) · (n2+C2)+D) · logn) = O(n′ · ν∗
2 · log2 n+(n′ · logn′) · ν∗2 ·
logn+D logn) = O(n ·ν∗2 · log3 n) (the n2 and D terms are dropped since ν∗ = Ω(n), hence m = O(n ·ν∗)).
It follows that the amortized cost of each of the n updates in Σ is O( 1n ·n
′ ·ν∗2 ·log3 n) = O(ν∗2 ·log3 n).
6 Conclusion
We have presented an efficient fully dynamic algorithm for APASP. Our algorithm stores a superset of the
STs and LSTs in the current graph in two priority queues P ∗(x, y) and P (x, y) for each vertex pair x, y. To
generate all shortest paths from all other vertices to x, we construct the shortest path in-dag rooted at x in
O(ν∗) time. Then, the shortest paths ending in x can be enumerated in a traversal of this dag, starting from
x. This query time is output-optimal, and takes time proportional to the number of edges on these paths.
Our algorithm, when specialized to fully dynamic APSP (i.e., for unique SPs), is a variant of the DI [7]
method, and it uses a different ‘dummy update sequence’ from the one in [7], with different properties. Our
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dummy update sequence is inspired by the updates performed on ‘level graphs’ in [27], though our algorithm
is considerably simpler (but is also slower by a logarithmic factor). As noted in Section 5.1, our analysis is
tailored to the dummy update sequence we use, and a different analysis would be needed if the DI update
sequence is to be used.
Recently we have developed a fully dynamic algorithm for APASP [21] that runs in amortized O(ν∗2 ·
log2 n) time, which is a log factor faster than the result presented here. This algorithm is considerably more
involved and adapts the method in Thorup [27] to the APASP problem by maintaining the PDGs explicitly.
An additional complexity in this fully dynamic APASP algorithm (beyond that present in [27]) is the need
to maintain several different time-stamps for each tuple in the data structures, since the component paths
in a tuple may have been updated at different time steps.
It would be interesting to investigate if one could stay with our method here of only performing dummy
updates and not maintaining the PDGs explicitly, but still obtain the improved bound in our companion
paper [21] (and in Thorup [27] for unique shortest paths). This would give a reasonably simple fully dynamic
APASP algorithm that is a logarithmic factor faster than the algorithm in this paper, and it would lead to
a simpler fully dynamic APSP algorithm with O(n2 · log2 n) amortized time than Thorup’s algorithm [27].
One appealing approach is to only form LSTs in the current graph during fully-fixup (instead of forming
all LHTs in the for loop starting on line 24 of fully-fixup). It is not difficult to see that this would reduce
the cost of fully-cleanup by a logarithmic factor. However, if an HT τ becomes an ST at a later step, we
would then have no guarantee that all of its extensions have been generated. Hence, if this approach is to
succeed, a modified algorithm is needed.
Acknowledgement: The authors would like to thank the reviewers for their comments, which helped to
improve the presentation of the write-up.
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A Pseudocode for Algorithm fully-update
fully-update is given in the two-line Algorithm 2. It calls Algorithm 3 (fully-cleanup) and Algorithm 4
(fully-fixup), in sequence, on the updated vertex v. We present pseudocode for these two procedures here.
They are similar to the corresponding pseudocode cleanup and fixup in [19], and we have marked the steps
changed from [19] with a • at the end of the line. Also, a triple γ is now inserted in P with a key [wt, β],
instead of just wt. Here β is a control bit that is set during the fixup phase and indicates if γ is present in
P ∗ with the correct count (β = 1), or if γ has the correct count only in P (β = 0). In the latter case γ could
be also present in P ∗ but with a wrong count.
The only changes from [19] in Algorithm 3 are in steps 11, 18, 23 and 26 where we remove any THT or
TLHT we encounter during cleanup while extending from the updated node v. More specifically, a triple
(x′x, by) with weight wt′ is an LST iff wt′ −w(b, y) = d(x′, b) (as checked in step 11, Algorithm 3), and in
this case we proceed as in the decremental-only algorithm; otherwise the triple is a TLHT and we remove it
completely from the tuple system (Steps 18–20, Algorithm 3). The same method applies to HTs (steps 23,
26, Algorithm 3). Steps 11 and 23 are performed using the shortest distances between any two nodes before
the cleanup phase starts. The other steps in Algorithm 3 are described in [19].
Algorithm 4 introduces new features to achieve correctness and efficiency. We observe that we may revert
an HT from, say, x to y, back to an ST during an update, and this happens only if the shortest path distance
from x to y increases. This condition translates into the new check in Step 9 of Algorithm 4. Here we
proceed as in [19] keeping in mind that an LHT extracted from P as an ST (Step 10, Algorithm 4) may or
may not be in P ∗. If the LHT is not in P ∗ (Step 13, Algorithm 4) we add the triple to the tuple system as
in [19]. If the LHT is already in P ∗ with a different count (Step 16, Algorithm 4), we replace the count of
the triple in P ∗ with count′ from the triple in P and we add the triple to S (Step 17, Algorithm 4). Note
that the extension sets L∗ and R∗ do not need to be updated in this case. In step 10, Algorithm 4 we check
the bit β associated with the triple γ. Since P is a priority queue, we will process only the triples in P with
min-key [wt, 0], so we avoid examining the triples that are already in P ∗ with a correct count. We set β to
1 for any triple added to or updated in P ∗ with the correct count (Steps 18 and 23, Algorithm 4). Also, for
an LHT updated in P and not P ∗, we set β = 0 (Step 34, Algorithm 4). The other steps in Algorithm 4
are described in [19], as are the two parameters paths(γ, v), which gives the number of paths containing the
node v that are represented by the triple γ, and update-num(γ), which is a timestamp that indicates the
last update in which the triple γ is involved.
A.1 Correctness
In this section, we establish the correctness of Algorithm 3 and 4. We assume that all the local structures
are correct before the update, and we will show the correctness of them after the update. fully-cleanup
works with a heap Hc of triples. The algorithm maintains the loop invariant that any triple inserted into
Hc has already been deleted from the tuple system: only its extensions remain to be processed and deleted.
We prove the following lemma:
Lemma 14. After Algorithm 3 (fully-cleanup) is executed, for any (x, y) ∈ V , the STs in P ∗(x, y) (LSTs
in P (x, y)) represent all the SPs (LSPs) from x to y in G that do not pass through v. Moreover, every THT
(TLHT) present in the tuple system represents a collection of HPs (LHPs) in G that contains only paths
that do not pass through v. Finally, the sets L,L∗, R,R∗ are correctly maintained.
Proof. To prove the lemma statement, we use a loop invariant on the while loop in Step 3 of Algorithm 3.
We show that the while loop maintains the following invariants.
Loop Invariant: At the start of each iteration of the while loop in Step 3 of Algorithm 3, assume that the
first triple to be extracted from Hc and processed has min-key = [wt, x, y]. Then the following properties
hold about the tuple system and Hc.
1. For any a, b ∈ V , if G contains cab LHPs of weight wt of the form (xa, by) passing through v, then Hc
contains a triple γ = ((xa, by), wt, cab) with key [wt, x, y] already processed: the cab LHPs through v
are cleaned from the system.
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Algorithm 2 fully-update(v,w′)
2. 1: fully-cleanup(v)
2: fully-fixup(v,w′)
Algorithm 3 fully-cleanup(v)
1: Hc ← ∅; Marked-Tuples ← ∅
2: γ ← ((vv, vv), 0, 1); add γ to Hc
3: while Hc 6= ∅ do
4: extract in S all the triples with min-key [wt, x, y] from Hc
5: for every b such that (x×, by) ∈ S do
6: let fcount′ =
∑
i cti such that ((xai, by), wt, cti) ∈ S
7: for every x′ ∈ L(x, by) such that (x′x, by) /∈ Marked-Tuples do
8: wt′ ← wt+w(x′, x); γ′ ← ((x′x, by), wt′, fcount′);
9: add γ′ to Hc
10: {The next step will check if γ′ is an LST or a TLHT}
11: if wt′ −w(b, y) = d(x′, b) • then
12: remove γ′ in P (x′, y) // decrements its count in P by fcount′ {we decrement an LST}
13: if a triple for (x′x, by) exists in P (x′, y) then
14: insert (x′x, by) in Marked-Tuples
15: else
16: delete x′ from L(x, by) and delete y from R(x′x, b)
17: else
18: remove the tuple (x′x, by) with weight wt′ from P (x′, y) • {we completely remove a TLHT}
19: if a triple for (x′x, by) does not exist in P (x′, y) then
20: delete x′ from L(x, by) and delete y from R(x′x, b)
21: if a triple γ′′ for (x′x, by) exists in P∗(x′, y) with weight wt′ and count paths then
22: {The next step will check if γ′ is an ST or a THT}
23: if wt′ = d(x′, y) • then
24: remove γ′ in P∗(x′, y) // decrements count by fcount′ {we decrement an ST}
25: else
26: remove γ′′ from P∗(x′, y) • {we completely remove a THT}
27: if P∗(x, y) = ∅ then delete x′ from L∗(x, y)
28: if P∗(x′, b) = ∅ then delete y from R∗(x′, b)
29: perform symmetric steps 5 – 28 for right extensions
Algorithm 4 fully-fixup(v,w′)
1: Hf ← ∅; Marked-Tuples ← ∅
2: for each edge incident on v do
3: create a triple γ; set paths(γ, v) = 1; set update-num(γ); add γ to Hf and to P ()
4: for each x, y ∈ V do
5: add a min-key triple from P (x, y) to Hf
6: while Hf 6= ∅ do
7: extract in S′ all triples with min-key [wt, x, y] from Hf ; S ← ∅
8: if S′ is the first extracted set from Hf for x, y then
9: if P∗(x, y) increased min-weight after cleanup • then
10: for each γ′ ∈ P (x, y) with min-key [wt, 0] • do
11: let γ′ = ((xa′, b′y), wt, count′)
12: {Next step check if γ′ is completely missing from P∗}
13: if γ′ is not in P∗(x, y) then
14: add γ′ in P∗(x, y) and S; add x to L∗(a′, y) and y to R∗(x, b′)
15: {Next step check if γ′ is in P∗ with a different count}
16: else if γ′ is in P (x, y) and P∗(x, y) with different counts • then
17: replace the count of γ′ in P∗(x, y) with count′ and add γ′ to S •
18: set β for γ′ ∈ P (x′, y) to 1 •
19: else
20: for each γ′ ∈ S′ containing a path through v do
21: let γ′ = ((xa′, b′y), wt, count′)
22: add γ′ with paths(γ′, v) in P∗(x, y) and S; add x to L∗(a′, y) and y to R∗(x, b′)
23: set β for γ′ ∈ P (x′, y) to 1 •
24: for every b such that (x×, by) ∈ S do
25: let fcount′ =
∑
i cti such that ((xai, by), wt, cti) ∈ S
26: for every x′ in L∗(x, b) do
27: if (x′x, by) /∈ Marked-Tuples then
28: wt′ ← wt+w(x′, x); γ′ ← ((x′x, by), wt′, fcount′)
29: set update-num(γ′); paths(γ′, v) ←
∑
γ=(x×,by) paths(γ, v); add γ
′ to Hf
30: if a triple for ((x′x, by), wt′) exists in P (x′, y) then
31: add γ′ with paths(γ′, v) in P (x′, y); add (x′x, by) to Marked-Tuples
32: else
33: add γ′ to P (x′, y); add x′ to L(x, by) and y to R(x′x, b)
34: set β for γ′ ∈ P (x′, y) to 0 •
35: perform symmetric steps 24 – 34 for right extensions
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Let [wˆt, xˆ, yˆ] be the last key extracted fromHc and processed before [wt, x, y]. For any key [wt1, x1, y1] ≤
[wˆt, xˆ, yˆ], let G contain c > 0 number of LHPs of weight wt1 of the form (x1×, b1y1). Further, let cv
(resp. cv¯) denote the number of such LHPs that pass through v (resp. do not pass through v). Here
cv + cv¯ = c. For every extension x
′ ∈ L(x1, b1y1), let let wt′ = wt1 + w(x′, x1) be the weight of the
extended triple (x′x1, b1y1). Then, (the following assertions are similar for y
′ ∈ R(x1a1, y1))
(a) if c > cv there is a triple in P (x
′, y1) of the form (x
′x1, b1y1) and weight wt
′ representing c− cv
LHPs. If c = cv there is no such triple in P (x
′, y1).
(b) If a triple of the form (x′x1, b1y1) and weight wt
′ is present as an HT in P ∗(x′, y1), then it
represents the exact same number of LHPs c− cv of the corresponding triple in P (x′, y1). This is
exactly the number of HPs of the form (x′x1, b1y1) and weight wt
′ in G− {v}.
(c) x′ ∈ L(x1, b1y1), y1 ∈ R(x′x1, b1) and (x′x1, b1y1) ∈ Marked-Tuples iff cv¯ > 0. If the triple
(x′x1, b1y1) is an HT, a similar statement holds for x
′ ∈ L∗(x1, y1) iff P ∗(x1, y1) 6= ∅, and y1 ∈
R∗(x′, b1) iff P
∗(x′, b1) 6= ∅.
(d) A triple corresponding to (x′x1, b1y1) with weight wt
′ and counts cv is in Hc. A similar assertion
holds for y′ ∈ R(x1a1, y1).
(e) The tuple system does not contain any TLHT in P (x′, y1) and THT in P
∗(x′, y1) of the form
(x′x1, b1y1) and weight wt
′.
3. For any key [wt2, x2, y2] ≥ [wt, x, y], let G contain c > 0 LHPs of weight wt2 of the form (x2a2, b2y2).
Further, let cv (resp. cv¯) denote the number of such LHPs that pass through v (resp. do not pass
through v). Here cv + cv¯ = c. Then the tuple (x2a2, b2y2) ∈ Marked-Tuples, iff cv¯ > 0 and a triple for
(x2a2, b2y2) is present in Hc
Initialization: We start by showing that the invariants hold before the first loop iteration. The min-key
triple in Hc has key [0, v, v]. Invariant assertion 1 holds since we inserted into Hc the trivial triple of weight
0 corresponding to the vertex v and that is the only triple of such key. Moreover, since we do not represent
trivial paths containing the single vertex, no counts need to be decremented. Since we assume positive edge
weights, there are no LHPs in G of weight less than zero. Thus all the points of invariant assertion 2 hold
trivially. Invariant assertion 3 holds since Hc does not contain any triple of weight > 0 and we initialized
Marked-Tuples to empty.
Maintenance: Assume that the invariants are true before an iteration k of the loop. We prove that the
invariant assertions remains true before the next iteration k + 1. Let the min-key triple at the beginning of
the k-th iteration be [wtk, xk, yk]. By invariant assertion 1, we know that for any ai, bj, if there exists a triple
γ of the form (xkai, bjyk) of weight wtk representing count paths going through v, then it is present in Hc.
Now consider the set of triples with key [wtk, xk, yk] which we extract in the set S (Step 4, Algorithm 3).
We consider left-extensions of triples in S; symmetric arguments apply for right-extensions. Consider for a
particular b, the set Sb ⊆ S of triples of the form (xk×, byk) and let fcount′ denote the sum of the counts
of the paths represented by triples in Sb. Let x
′ ∈ L(xk, byk) be a left extension; our goal is to generate the
triple (x′xk, byk) with count fcount
′ and weight wt′ = wtk+w(x
′, xk). However, we generate such triple only
if it has not been generated by a right-extension of another set of paths. We observe that the paths of the
form (x′xk, byk) can be generated by right extending to yk the set of triples of the form (x
′xk,×b). Without
loss of generality assume that the triples of the form (x′xk,×b) have a key which is greater than the key
[wtk, xk, yk]. Thus, at the beginning of the k-th iteration, by invariant assertion 3, we know that (x
′xk, byk) /∈
Marked-Tuples. Steps 9–12, Algorithm 3 create a triple of the form (x′xk, byk) of weight wt
′. The generated
triple can be an LST or a TLHT in P . In the first case the condition at step 11, Algorithm 3 holds and
we remove γ′ by decrementing fcount′ many paths from the appropriate triple in P (x′, yk). Moreover, if
the condition does not hold, we just encountered a TLHT: in this case we completely remove this TLHT
from P in step 18, Algorithm 3. Moreover, if the generated triple is also contained in P ∗(x′, yk), we check
if it is an ST or a THT using step 23, Algorithm 3. In the case of an ST we normally decrement fcount′
paths from the appropriate triple in P ∗(x′, yk), otherwise we completely remove the THT from P
∗(x′, yk) in
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step 26, Algorithm 3. This establishes invariant assertions 2a, 2b and 2e. In addition, if there are no LSPs
in G of the form (x′xk, byk) which do not pass through v, we delete x
′ from L(xk, byk) and delete yk from
R(x′xk, b) (Step 16, Algorithm 3). On the other hand, if there exist LSPs in G of the form (x
′xk, byk), then
x′ (resp. yk) continues to exist in L(xk, byk) (resp. in R(x
′xk, b)). Further, we add the tuple (x
′xk, byk) to
Marked-Tuples and observe that the corresponding triple is already present in Hc (Step 14, Algorithm 3).
Similarly, if the generated triple (x′xk, byk) is an ST, then we check if P
∗(xk, yk) = ∅ and P ∗(x′, b) = ∅ in
order to delete x′ from L∗(xk, yk) and yk from R
∗(x′, b). By the loop invariant, invariant assertions 2c and 2d
were true for every key < [wtk, xk, yk] and by the above steps we ensure that these invariant assertions hold
for every key = [wtk, xk, yk]. Thus, invariant assertions 2c and 2d are true at the beginning of the (k+1)-th
iteration. Note that any triple that is generated by a left extension (or symmetrically right extension) is
inserted into Hc as well as into Marked-Tuples. This establishes invariant assertion 3 at the beginning of
the (k + 1)-th iteration.
Finally, to see that invariant assertion 1 holds at the beginning of the (k+1)-th iteration, let the min-key
at the (k+1)-th iteration be [wtk+1, xk+1, yk+1]. Observe that triples with weight wtk+1 starting with xk+1
and ending in yk+1 can be created either by left extending or right extending the triples of smaller weight.
And since for each of iteration ≤ k, invariant assertion 2 holds for any extension, we conclude that invariant
assertion 1 holds at the beginning of the (k + 1)-th iteration. This finishes our maintenance step.
Termination: The condition to exit the loop is Hc = ∅. Because invariant assertion 1 maintains in Hc all
the triples already processed, then Hc = ∅ implies that there are no other triples to extend in the graph
G that contain the updated node v. Moreover, because of invariant assertion 1, every triple containing the
node v inserted into Hc = ∅, has been correctly decremented from the tuple system. Also, since invariant
assertion 2e holds, every THT and TLHT containing the node v has been completely deleted from the tuple
system. Finally, for invariant assertion 2c, the sets L,L∗, R,R∗ are correctly maintained. This completes
the proof.
For fully-fixup , we first show that Algorithm 4 computes the correct distances for all the SPs in the
updated graph G′ (Lemma 16). Moreover, we process all the new SPs in G′ (Lemma 18). Finally, we show
that data structures and counts are correctly maintained after the algorithm (Lemma 20). Here we use the
notion of a fresh LHT for a triple that represents at least one path that is in P but not in P ∗. We will
consider fresh triples in Lemma 18 and Observation 19.
Invariant 15. During the execution of Algorithm 4, for any pair (x, y), consider the first extraction from
Hf of a set of triples from x to y, and let their weight be wt. Then wt is the shortest path distance from x
to y in the updated graph G′.
Lemma 16. Algorithm 4 maintains Invariant 15.
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that the invariant is violated at some extraction. Consider the earliest
event in which the first set of triples S′ of weight wˆt, extracted for some pair (x, y), does not contain STs
in G′. Let γ = ((xa, by), wt, count) be a triple in G′ that represents at least one shortest path from x to
y in G′, with wt < wˆt. The triple cannot be in P (x, y) at the beginning of fixup otherwise it (or another
triple with same weight wt) would have been inserted in Hf during step 5 of Algorithm 4. Moreover, γ
cannot be in Hf otherwise it would have been extracted before any triple of weight wˆt in S
′; hence γ must
be a new LST generated by the algorithm. Since all the edges incident to v are added to Hf during step 3
of Algorithm 4, then γ must represent SPs of at least two edges. We define left(γ) as the set of LSTs of
the form ((xa, cib), wt−w(b, y), countci) that represent all the LSPs in the left tuple ((xa, b), wt−w(b, y));
similarly we define right(γ) as the set of LSTs of the form ((adj , by), wt −w(x, a), countdj ) that represent
all the LSPs in the right tuple ((a, by), wt−w(x, a)).
Observe that since γ is an ST, all the LSTs in left(γ) and right(γ) are also STs. A triple in left(γ) and
a triple in right(γ) cannot be present in P ∗ together at the beginning of fixup. In fact, if at least one triple
from both sets is present in P ∗ at the beginning of fixup, then the last one inserted during the fixup triggered
by the previous update, would have generated an LST of the form ((xa, by), wt) automatically inserted and
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thus present in P at the beginning of fixup (a contradiction). Thus either there is no triple in left(γ) in P ∗,
or there is no triple in right(γ) in P ∗.
Assume w.l.o.g. that no triple in right(γ) is in P ∗. Since edge weights are positive, wt−w(x, a) < wt <
wˆt, and because all the extractions before γ were correct, then the triples in right(γ) were correctly extracted
from Hf and placed in P
∗ before the wrong extractions in S′. If at least one triple in left(γ) is in P ∗ then
the fixup would generate the tuple ((xa, by), wt) and place it in P and Hf (Steps 24–34, Algorithm 4).
Otherwise, since wt −w(b, y) < wt < wˆt, the triples in left(γ) were discovered by the algorithm before the
wrong extractions in S′. Moreover the algorithm would generate the tuple ((xa, by), wt) (as right extensions)
and place it in P and Hf (because at least one triple in right(γ) is already in P
∗). Thus, in both cases, a
tuple ((xa, by), wt) should have been extracted from Hf before any triple in S
′. A contradiction.
Invariant 17. The set S of triples constructed in Steps 9–23 of Algorithm 4 represents all the new shortest
paths from x to y.
Lemma 18. Algorithm 4 maintains Invariant 17.
Proof. Any new SP from x to y is of the following three types:
1. a single edge containing the vertex v (such a path is added to P (x, y) and Hf in Step 3)
2. a path generated via left/right extension of some shortest path previously extracted fromHf during the
execution of Algorithm 4 (this generated path is added to P (x, y) and Hf in Step 29 and an analogous
step in right-extend).
3. a path that was an LSP but not an SP before the update and is an SP after the update.
In type (1) and (2) above any new SP from x to y which is added to Hf is also added to P
∗(x, y). However,
amongst the several triples representing paths of the type (3) listed above, only one candidate triple will be
present in Hf . Thus we conclude that, for a given x, y, when we extract from Hf a type (3) triple of weight
wt, P (x, y) could contain a superset of triples with the same weight wt that are not present in Hf . We now
consider the two cases the algorithm deals with.
• P ∗(x, y) increased its min-weight, when the first set of triples for x, y is extracted from Hf . This is
the only case where we could restore historical triples, or process fresh triples from scratch because
they are not yet in P ∗ or they are present in P ∗ with a lower count than the corresponding triple in
P (note that this condition is triggered only by decremental updates). To do that we process all the
min-weight triples in P (x, y), but before we really add a triple in S for further extensions, we check
if it is present in P ∗ with a lower count (Step 16, Algorithm 4), or it is not present in P ∗ (Step 13,
Algorithm 4). By the above argument, we consider all the new STs from x to y present in P (x, y).
Therefore it suffices to argue that all of them contains new shortest paths to be processed. Suppose
for contradiction that some triple γ does not contains new shortest paths. Thus, γ was a ST before
the update and already in P ∗ with at least one path not going through v. However, since cleanup only
removes paths that contain v, the triple γ remained in P ∗(x, y) after the fully-cleanup phase. This
contradicts the fact that P ∗(x, y) increased its min-weight.
• P ∗(x, y) didn’t change its min-weight when the first set of triples for x, y is extracted from Hf . Let the
weight of triples in P ∗(x, y) be wt. This implies that the shortest path distance from x to y before and
after the update is wt. Both in the case of incremental and decremental updates, all the new paths
that we need to consider from x to y are going through the updated node v. By construction of the
Algorithm 4, every triple containing the updated node v is always placed into Hf . Thus it suffices to
consider only triples in Hf .
Observation 19. During the execution of Algorithm 4, consider a THT τ that becomes shortest. If τ ’s
corresponding triple in P is not fresh, then it is simply restored (not processed); otherwise τ ’s count is
replaced with the updated count from P and it is extended anew.
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Proof. When we restore an existing HT τ from P ∗, we always check if its corresponding triple in P contains
more paths (Step 16, Algorithm 4) or the counts match. In the first case τ in P ∗ is carrying an obsolete num-
ber of SPs and is therefore replaced with the correct count in P and extended anew (Step 17, Algorithm 4).
Otherwise it is still representing the correct number of SPs to be restored and it is not processed.
Lemma 20. After the execution of Algorithm 4 (fully-fixup), for any (x, y) ∈ V , the STs in P ∗(x, y)
(LSTs in P (x, y)) represent all the SPs (LSPs) from x to y in the updated graph. Also, the sets L,L∗, R,R∗
are correctly maintained.
Proof. We prove the lemma statement by showing the following loop invariant.
Loop Invariant: At the start of each iteration of the while loop in Step 6 of Algorithm 4, assume that the
first triple in Hf to be extracted and processed has min-key = [wt, x, y]. Then the following properties hold
about the tuple system and Hf .
1. For any a, b ∈ V , if G′ contains cab SPs of form (xa, by) and weight wt, then Hf contains a triple of
form (xa, by) and weight wt to be extracted and processed. Further, a triple γ = ((xa, by), wt, cab) is
present in P (x, y).
2. Let [wˆt, xˆ, yˆ] be the last key extracted fromHf and processed before [wt, x, y]. For any key [wt1, x1, y1] ≤
[wˆt, xˆ, yˆ], let G′ contain c > 0 number of LHPs of weight wt1 of the form (x1a1, b1y1). Further, let cnew
(resp. cold) denote the number of these LHPs that are new (resp. not new). Here cnew + cold = c. If
cnew > 0 then,
(a) there is an LHT in P (x1, y1) of the form (x1a1, b1y1) and weight wt1 that represents c LHPs.
(b) If a triple of the form (x1a1, b1y1) and weight wt1 is present as an HT in P
∗, then it represents
the exact same count of c HPs of its corresponding triple in P . This is exactly the number of HPs
of the form (x1a1, b1y1) and weight wt1 in G
′.
(c) x1 ∈ L(a1, b1y1), y1 ∈ R(x1a1, b1), and if the triple of the form (x1a1, b1y1) and weight wt1 is also
shortest then x1 ∈ L∗(a1, y1), y1 ∈ R∗(x1, b1). Further, (x1a1, b1y1) ∈ Marked-Tuples iff cold > 0.
(d) If cnew > 0, for every x
′ ∈ L(x1, b1y1), an LHT corresponding to (x
′x1, b1y1) with weight
wt′ = wt1 + w(x
′, x1) ≥ wt and counts equal to the sum of new paths represented by its
constituents, is in Hf and P . A similar assertion holds for y
′ ∈ R(x1a1, y1).
3. For any key [wt2, x2, y2] ≥ [wt, x, y], let G′ contain c > 0 number of LHPs of weight wt2 of the form
(x2a2, b2y2). Further, let cnew (resp. cold) denote the number of such LHPs that are new (resp. not
new). Here cnew + cold = c. Then the tuple (x2a2, b2y2) ∈ Marked-Tuples, iff cold > 0 and cnew paths
have been added to Hf by some earlier iteration of the while loop.
Initialization and Maintenance for the 3 invariant assertions are similar to the proof of Lemma 14.
Termination: The condition to exit the loop is Hf = ∅. Because invariant assertion 1 maintains in Hf
the first triple to be extracted and processed, then Hf = ∅ implies that there are no triples, formed by a
valid left or right extensions, that contain new SPs or LSPs, that need to be added or restored in the graph
G. Moreover, because of invariant assertions 2a and 2b, every triple containing the node v, extracted and
processed before Hf = ∅, has been added or restored with its correct count in the tuple system. Finally, for
invariant assertion 2c, the sets L,L∗, R,R∗ are correctly maintained. This completes the proof of the loop
invariant.
By Lemma 18, all the new SPs in G′ are placed in Hf and processed by the algorithm and hence are in
P ∗ after the execution of Algorithm 4. Moreover, for a pair (x, y), the check in Step 9 of Algorithm 4 would
fail if the distance from x to y doesn’t change after the update. Thus the old SPs from x to y will remain
in P ∗(x, y). Hence, after Algorithm 4 is executed, every SP in G′ is in its corresponding P ∗.
Since every LST of the form (xa, by) in G′ is formed by a left extension of a set of STs of the form
(a∗, by) (Steps 24–34, Algorithm 4), or a right extension of a set of the form (xa, ∗b) (analogous steps for
right extensions), and all the STs are correctly maintained by the algorithm, then all the LSTs are correctly
maintained at the end of the fixup algorithm. This completes the proof of the Lemma.
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B Proofs of Lemmas 6 and 7
Lemma 6. Consider a sequence of r calls to fully-update on a graph with n vertices. Let C be the
maximum number of tuples in the tuple system that can contain a path through a given vertex, and let D be
the maximum number of tuples that can be in the tuple system at any time. Then fully-update executes
the r updates in O((r · (n2 + C) +D) · logn) time.
Proof. We bound the cost of fully-update by classifying each triple γ as one of the following disjoint types:
• Type-0 (contains-v): γ represents at least one path containing vertex v.
• Type-1 (new-LHT): γ was not an LHT before the update but is an LHT after the update, and no
path in γ contains v.
• Type-2 (new-HT-old-LHT): γ is an HT after the update, and γ was an LHT but not an HT before
the update, and no path in γ contains v.
• Type-3 (renew-ST): γ was a THT before the update and it is restored as a ST after the update,
and no path in γ contains v.
• Type-4 (new-LHT-old-LHT): γ was an LHT before the update and continues to be an LHT after
the update, and no path in γ contains v.
The number of Type-0 triples, processed in Steps 20–23, Algorithm 4, is at most C. The number of
Type-1 triples, processed in Steps 24–34, Algorithm 4, is addressed by amortizing over the entire update
sequence as described in the paragraph below. For Type-2 triples, processed in Steps 9–18, Algorithm 4, we
observe that after such a triple becomes an HT, it is not removed from P ∗ unless a real or dummy update
is triggered on a vertex that lies in it. But in such an update this would be counted as a Type-0 triple.
Further, each such Type-2 triple is examined only a constant number of times (in Steps 9–18, Algorithm 4),
because after they are inserted into P ∗ the bit β associated changes to 1 and they will not be processed again
by fixup, unless the number of paths they represent is changed. Hence we charge each access to a Type-2
triple to the step in which it was created as a Type-1 triple. For Type-3 triples, also processed in Steps 9–18,
Algorithm 4, we distinguish two cases: if γ didn’t change its count in P after it became a THT then its flag
is β = 1 and it is present in P ∗ with the correct count. Thus the fixup algorithm will not process it. If γ
changed its count in P while it was a THT then its flag is β = 0 and we can charge the processing of γ (if
extracted from Hf ) to the sub-triple γ
′ generated from the updated node that increased the count of γ; in
other words there was an ST γ′, created in a previous update, whose extensions added to the count of γ.
Observe that, triples in P ∗ that are not placed initially in Hf and have β = 1 in P (no additional path was
added to that triple) are not examined in any step of fixup, so no additional Type-3 triples are examined.
For Type-4, we note that for any x, y we add exactly one candidate min-key triple from P (x, y) to Hf (in
Step 5, Algorithm 4), hence initially there are at most n2 such triples in Hf , any of which could be Type-4.
Moreover, we never process an old LHT which is not a new HT so no additional Type-4 triples are examined
during fixup. Thus the number of triples examined by a call to fixup is C plus X , where X is the number
of new triples fixup adds to the tuple system. (This includes an O(1) credit placed on each new LHT for a
possible later conversion to an HT.)
Let r be the number of updates in the update sequence. Since triples are removed only in cleanup, at
most O(r ·C) triples are removed by the cleanups. There can be at most D triples remaining at the end of the
sequence, hence the total number of new triples added by all fixups in the update sequence is O(r ·C +D).
Since the time taken to access a triple is O(log n) due to the data structure operations, and we examine at
least n2 triples at each round, the total time spent by fixup over r updates is O((r · (n2+C)+D) · logn).
Lemma 7. At each step t, the tuple system for Algorithm fully-update maintains a subset of HTs
and LHTs that includes all STs and LSTs for step t, and further, for every LHT triple ((xa, by), wt, count)
in step t, there are HTs (a∗, by) and (xa, ∗b) with weights wt−w(x, a) and wt−w(b, y) respectively, in that
step.
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Proof. For the first part see Appendix A.1 (Lemmas 14 and 20). For the second part, if a triple γ =
((xa, by), wt, count) is present in step t, then γ was generated during fully-fixup of some step t′ ≤ t. By
the construction of our algorithm, at the end of step t′, the tuple system contains at least one HT of the
form (a∗, by) and one of the form (xa, ∗b) with weights wt − w(x, a) and wt − w(b, y) respectively. W.l.o.g.
suppose that the set S of all the HTs of the form (a∗, by) and weight wt−w(x, a) are removed during fully-
cleanup at some step t′′ ≤ t, then since these HTs are the right constituents of γ, when S is left extended
to x in fully-cleanup then exactly count paths will be removed from γ making the triple disappear from
the tuple system. Thus at step t, at least one HT of the form (a∗, by) with weight wt − w(x, a) must be in
P ∗. Similarly, there must be an HT of the form (xa, ∗b) with weight wt− w(b, y) in P ∗ at step t.
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